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EHCLOSURE (2)

C
[7590-01]

UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

10 CFR Part 26

RIN 3150-XXXX

Consideration of Changes to Fitness-For-Duty (FFD) Requirements

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Comission.

ACTION: Request for Information and Coments.

(t(n,M49yM.4 10 d &btAl f/tM h ACCuhm,10fR)v.NA& Ybb&
SUMMARY Ihe Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC) is evaluating alternative

.
.

approaches for designation of persons who should be subject to the random drug

testing at nuclear power plants. In the evaluation, the staff has identified

several issues that have -a significant bearing on whether the current approach

should be revised. Public coments are requested on these issues to aid the staff

in completing their evaluation. If any changes are developed to current regulations

as a consequence of this evaluation, these proposed changes will again be published

in the Federal Register for public coments. If a revised rule is -later adopted,

these changes would apply to all licensees authorized to construct or operate

nuclear power reactors and to all licensees authorized to possess, use, or transport

Category I nuclear material.
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ENCLOSURE [2]

21161. A copy is available for inspection and/or copying for a fee in the NRC

Public Document Room, 2120 L Street NW (Lower Level), Washington, DC.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

***/NSEET
,J

Before the effective implementation date of the FFD rule (January 3,1990),

licensees had various forms of programs to control substance abuse. However, these

programs were not uniform in their procedures, standards, testing methods, or |
sanctions for substance abuse. Most of the programs did include (1) preemployment

drug testing, (2) for-cause drug testing, (3) employee assistance programs, (4)
ibehavioral observation, and (5) some type of training on the problems associated
|
lwith substance abuse. Not all licensees had random drug testing as an element of !

their program; in some cases, random testing was precluded because of union

intervention or prohibition by State laws.

!

In developing the FFD rule, the scope of random drug testing was one issue that

received considerable attention. In the Federal Register notice for the proposed

rule (53 FR 36795 at 36797, September 22,1988), the Comission solicited coments

on the appropriateness of the worker categories identified for testing. At 53 FR

36817, the Comission indicated that it was proposing that the rule apply to all

persons who have been granted unescorted access to protected areas because (1)

current programs are implemented in accordance with the Comission's Policy

Statement on Fitness-for-Duty of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel (51 FR 27921, August

E2 - 3
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[ Insertion page 3 of the draft FRN ]

InL1992, the United States Court 'of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
upheld the NRC's denial of a request by'Diablo Canyon nuclear
workers for an exemption from NRC random drug-testing-
requirements. A labor union had requested the exemption on
behalf of members working in clerical, maintenance and warehouse '

positions. While declining to upset the exemption denial on the
record before~the court, the 3-judge panel issued two' separate
opinions strongly criticizing the NRC's justification for
imposing random drug tests on. workers withLno direct safetyfunctions, particularly routine clerical workers.

.

Because the court of appeals affirmed the exemption denial, the
NRC is under no immediate legal obligation to take any action.'

However, the NRC believes that a~ careful agency study of the-
issue. raised by the court is in order. Therefore, the NRC is
reconsidering whether to require random drug-testing for clerks,
secretaries or other. employees who have unescorted access to a
nuclear plant's protected area but whose own jobs-are not
directly safety-related (i.e., whose jobs provide no; opportunity
to affect the operational or safety status of vital components or
systems.)

'

'u ._.. _ _ _ _ _ . _ - . _ __. ._.
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[ Insert on page 3 of the draft FRN:] I

In 1992,

upheld the NRC's denial of a request by Diablo Canyon nuclearthe United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit
workers for an exemption from NRC random drug-testingrequirements.

A labor union had requested the exemption on
behalf of members working in clerical, maintenance and warehousepositions.

While declining to upset the exemption denial on therecord before the court,
opinions strongly criticizing the NRC's justification forthe 3-judqs panel issued two separate
functions, particularly routine clerical workers. imposing random drug tests on workers with no direct safety
Because the court of appeals affirmed the exemption denial
NRC is under no immediate legal obligation to take any action, the
However,
issue raised by the court is in order.the NRC believes that a careful agency study of the

.

Therefore, the NRC is
secretaries or other employees who have unescorted access to areconsidering whether to require random drug-testing for clerks,
nuclear plant's protected area but whose own jobs are notdirectly safety-related

(i.e., whose jobs provide no opportunityto affect the operational or safety status of vital components orsystems.)
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ENCLOSURE [2]

At nuclear power reactors, the safety risks from someone using illegal drugs or

abusing alcohol arise from the potential for that person to inadvertently or

deliberately take actions that could affect plant safety. The safety risks from

inadvertent acts primarily involve impairment caused by substance abuse and the

effect of that impairment ten the person's ability to perform safety-related

functions. The safety risks from deliberate acts come from the susceptibility of a

person who is abusing a substance to be coerced or influenced into deliberately

damaging a nuclear power plant. For example, the person could lose their

inhibitions while under the influence or could be blackmailed into some act against

the plant by someone aware of that person's substance abuse. Objective data

establishes a relationship between substance abuse, impairment, and inadvertent acts

[NUREG/CR-5227, " Fitness for Opty in the f( c1 ar Power In us ry: A Review of ,/

Technical Issues"](Jffe& P.1.ht4MhD4[
rAl/w ''2&+d thie Ak/,49&d|0di,

, out su ficient scientific data exists to directly link

substance abuse to the perfomance of deliberate and malicious acts. However, it

has been clearly demonstrated that, as human error rates increase, the risks to

plant safety will increase significantly [HUREG/CR-1879, " Sensitivity of Risk

Parameters to Human Errors in Reactor Safety Studies for a PWR"] -- and that

substance abuse can sufficiently impair a worker's motor skills and judgment that

accidents attributable to neglect and human error become significantly more probable

[NUREG/CR-5227 and Supplement I to NUREG/CR-5227].

Protected areas at operating nuclear power plants contain numerous systems and

equipment which, if their functions are disrupted, can challenge safety systems

necessary for safe operation and emergency shutdown. The challenges result from the
i

mechanical, thermal, and electrical stresses that occur when a nuclear power plant

E2 - 6
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. ENCLOSURE [2]'
is forced to shut down.

The concern is that, although the plant is designed t
sustain such transients, a disruptive event can unnece. o. !

systems, and repeated stresses could result in catastro hissarily challenge safety _;

p c failure.
'^ 3

One ongoing NRC activity that could affect conside_ {|,faAAA

regulatory requirewants for persons subject to ran
tions for changes. in

requirements ass m testing is a study of securitywith the insider at. N:considering
Me reduction [t 5 4 % e~ staff is

areas from protected areas. feguards that control ac ess into vital

for vital areas could alter the safety impact assSubstantial reductions in the access control safegu' ards-

random drug testing. essments for optional approaches to
'!

of access controls to segregate persons having accesThese safety assessments are based to some degree on the use 1

whose access is limited.to protected areas (i es to vital areas from persons' !

vital areas). . ., persons who do not have access to
Depending on how much importance is given to con

deliberate acts based on influence from illegal dcerns about i

..

relaxation of the safeguards to control access'into vit lrug or alcohol abuse, future
could significantly affect any considerations for narrareas.from protected areas

a

subject to random testing.. owing the scope of persons

.

To assist in the ongoing evaluation of alternative '.

.

random testing, the Commission seeks comments on the proapproaches to the scope of
to the scope for random testing and other related iposed alternative approaches. d

ssues.
are requested on the following: Specifically, comments-

a
.

'

.

|
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[ Insert'on page 7 of the draft FRN2]

There have been some indications that access control' safeguards-
:could, in some circum ts ances, make-it much harder for reactor

operators to maintain' control of a plant.
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ENCLOSURE [2],

5. Should the commission continue to investigate new testing methods that

could be used for all workers who have unescorted access to protected

areas? What are some methods that might be acceptable and some effective

alternatives to the existing approach? For propoed methods, please

provide data that establishes accuracy (i.e., test's error rate),

specificity (i.e., degree to which the test can measure what it's supposed

to measure), reliability (i.e., the precision with which the test can be

repeated and the consistency of test results), and similar supporting
parameters. The Commission is specifically interested in data on the

validity of performance testing measures.

st/ M U fMW W bit tf ,
6. Wha Ib=th; p;r;;ived effect on% i. .#,r.;rcit' f ty T' =Juamower s

%i

M. plants if vital area access controls are reduced (e.g., by eliminating

requirements for locks and/or for alarms on vital area access points)?

I
Backfit Analysis i

Because this notice makes no changes to any requirement or interpretation and

merely solicits public comments and information, no backfit analysis has been
performed. Should the subsequent analysis and resolution of the received comments

and inputs lead to proposed changes to 10 CFR Part 26, these proposed changes will

be published in the Federal Register for public coment and, if applicable, a '

backfit analysis will be provided at that time.
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